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Abstract. We consider the Sturm-Liouville operator on quantum
graphs with a loop with the standard matching conditions in the
internal vertex and the jump conditions at the boundary vertex.
Given the potential on the loop, we try to recover the potential on
the boundary edge from the subspectrum. The uniqueness theorem
and a constructive algorithm for the solution of this partial inverse
problem are provided.

1. Introduction

Differential operators on quantum graphs model different structures
in organic chemistry, acoustics, carbon nanostructure, photonic crys-
tal, and other fileds of science and engineering [1]-[3]. In recent years,
spectral problems on graphs attract much attention and research in
mathematicians. The readers can find the elementary introduction to
the theory of quantum graphs in [4]. The classical inverse spectral
problems for differential operators, which consist in recovering coeffi-
cients of differential equations(especially potentials of Sturm-Liouville
operator) from various types of spectral data were studied (see, for
example, [5]-[9]).

In this paper, we consider the Sturm-Liouville operator on quantum
graphs with a loop. The potential is supposed to be known a priori on
a part of the ring, and we try to recover the potential on the remain-
ing part from a part of the spectrum. Such partial inverse problems
have been partly studied in [10]-[16] for star-shaped graphs. Here we
formulate the partial inverse problem for quantum rings and prove the
uniqueness theorem and provide a constructive algorithm for solution
of this problem.

Note that there are only a few results on the garph with loops. In [17]
authors proved the uniqueness and provided algorithm for the solution
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of this problem without discontinuity, based on the Riesz basis prop-
erty of some systems of vector functions. [18]-[21] studied the inverse
spectral problems of Sturm-Liouville operators with partial potential
known on the graph with loops.

Inverse problems with discontinuities inside the interval are related
to discontinuous material characters of a intermediary. On a single
interval this kind of problem has been studied (see, for instance, [9],
[22]-[26]). However, the discontinuous problem on graphs is not inves-
tigated.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2, we state the boundary
value problem for discontinuous Sturm-Liouville operator on quantum
graphs and study the asymptotic properties of its eigenvalues. Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to formulate the partial inverse problem and prove
the uniqueness of the solution. Constructive algorithm for its solution
is given in Section 4. Main results in this work are the uniqueness
theorem: Theorem 3.2 and a constructive algorithm: Algorithm I.

2. Asymptotic formulas for eigenvalues

Consider the quantum graph G, represented in Figure 1. The edge
e1 is a boundary edge of length l1 = 1, the edge e2 is a loop of length
l2 = 2. Introduce a parameter xj for each edge ej, j = 1, 2, xj ∈ [0, lj].
The value x1 = 0 corresponds to the boundary vertex, and x1 = 1
corresponds to the interval vertex. For the ring e2, both ends x2 = 0
and x2 = 2 correspond to the internal vertex.

Figure 1. Quantum graph

Let y = [yj(xj)]j=1,2 be a vector function on the quantum graph G.
We consider the following boundary value problem L generated by the
Sturm-Liouville equation on the edges of G:

ly := −y′′j + qj(xj)yj = λyj, x ∈ (0, lj), j = 1, 2, (2.1)

with the standard matching conditions in the internal vertex:

y1(1) = y2(0) = y2(2), y′1(1) + y′2(2) = y′2(0), (2.2)
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the Dirichlet boundary condition y1(0) = 0 in the boundary vertex,
and the discontinuous conditions at the point d ∈ (0,m){

y1(d+ 0) = βy1(d− 0),

y′1(d+ 0) = β−1y′1(d− 0) + αy1(d− 0).
(2.3)

Here qj, j = 1, 2 are real-valued function from L2(0, lj), λ is a spectral
parameter, d ∈ Q, β, α are real, and β > 0.

For each fixed j = 1, 2, let Cj(xj, λ) and Sj(xj, λ) be the solutions
of the corresponding equation (2.1) under the initial conditions

Cj(0, λ) = S ′j(0, λ) = 1, C ′j(0, λ) = Sj(0, λ) = 0. (2.4)

Further, we use the following notations. Let B2,a be the class of
Paley-Wienner functions of exponential type not greater than a, belong
to L2(R). The symbols κk,odd(ρ) and κk,even(ρ) denote various odd and
even functions from B2,k, respectively. Note that

κk,odd(ρ) =

∫ k

0

K(t) sin ρtdt, κk,even(ρ) =

∫ k

0

N(t) cos ρtdt,

where K,N ∈ L2(0, k). The following notation κn stands for various
sequences in l2.

Referring [27, 28], we obtain the following relations:

C1(d, ρ) = cos ρd+ κd,even(ρ),

C1(l1, ρ) =β+ cos ρl1 + β− cos ρ(2d− l1) + κl1,even(ρ),

S1(d, ρ) =
sin ρd

ρ
+
κd,odd(ρ)

ρ
,

S1(l1, ρ) =β+ sin ρl1
ρ

+ β−
sin ρ(2d− l1)

ρ
+
κl1,odd(ρ)

ρ
,

S ′1(l1, ρ) =β+ cos ρl1 − β− cos ρ(2d− l1) + κl1,even(ρ),

C2(l2, ρ) = cos ρl2 + κl2,even(ρ),

S2(l2, ρ) =
sin ρl2
ρ

+
κl2,odd(ρ)

ρ
,

S ′2(l2, ρ) = cos ρl2 + κl2,even(ρ),

(2.5)

where β+ = β+β−1

2
, β− = β−β−1

2
.

The boundary value problem L is self-adjoint, and has a purely dis-
crete spectrum, consisting of real eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of L
coincide with the zeros of the characteristic function:

∆(λ) = S ′1(1, λ)S2(2, λ) + S1(1, λ)[S ′2(2, λ) + C2(2, λ)− 2]. (2.6)
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The function ∆(λ) has an at most countable set of zeros with respect
to their multiplicities. The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues is
described by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. The problem L has a countable set of eigenvalues, which
can be numbered {λnk}n∈Z,k=1,2p

⋃
{λn0}n∈N (counting with the multi-

plicities), satisfying{
ρnk =

√
λnk = |2pπn+ αk|+ κn, n ∈ Z, k = 1, 2p,

ρn0 =
√
λn0 = nπ + κn, n ∈ N.

(2.7)

where αk are the simple zeros of equation (2.8) inside an interval (0, πp],
|1 − 2d| = q

p
, (p, q) = 1, p, q ∈ N. In particular, when d = 1

2
one may

take q = 0.

Proof. In the case qj = 0, j = 1, 2, the characteristic function (2.6)
takes the form

∆0(λ) =[β+ cos ρ− β− cos ρ(1− 2d)]
sin 2ρ

ρ

+
1

ρ
[β+ sin ρ− β− sin ρ(1− 2d)](2 cos 2ρ− 2),

where ρ =
√
λ, and |1 − 2d| = q

p
, (p, q) = 1, p, q ∈ N. Note that the

function D(ρ) := ρ∆0(ρ2) is odd and 2πp-periodic, so it is sufficient
to investigate its zeros on (0, πp]. On the one hand, for ρ 6= 0, the
equation D(ρ) = 0 is equivalent to the following one

1

2
cot ρ =

β+ sin ρ− β− sin ρ(1− 2d)

β+ cos ρ− β− cos ρ(1− 2d)
, (2.8)

We can check this equation has exactly 2p simple roots αk in a half
periodic. For example, q

p
= 1

3
and q

p
= 2

3
there are both 6 points of

intersection on (0, 3π] (see Fig.2, and Fig.3), when q
p

= 1
4

there are 8

intersections on (0, 4π] (see Fig.4). On the other hand, it’s easy check
D(π) = 0. Thus the function ∆0(λ) has the zeros

λ0
nk = (2pπn+ αk)

2, n ∈ Z, k = 1, 2p,

λ0
n0 = (nπ)2, n ∈ N.

Using (2.5), we obtain the relation

∆(λ) = ∆0(λ) +
κ3,odd(ρ)

ρ
.

Applying the standard argument, based on Rouche’s theorem (see, for
example, [9], Theorem 1.1.3), we arrive at the asympotic formulas (2.7)
for the eigenvalues of the problem L. �
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Figure 2. Plots for equation (2.8), q
p

= 1
3

Figure 3. Plots for equation (2.8), q
p

= 2
3

Figure 4. Plots for equation (2.8), q
p

= 1
4
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3. Partial inverse problem: Uniqueness

In this section, we give the statement of the studied partial inverse
problem, that is, the uniqueness theorem.

Consider the spectrum Λ := {λnk}n∈Z,k=1,2p. Here and below we
assume that the eigenvalues are numbered with respect to their asym-
potics according to Lemma 2.1. Note that this numberation is not
unique, so a finite number of first eigenvalues in Λ can be chosen arbi-
trarily.

The following assumptions are imposed:
(A1) All the values in Λ are distinct.
(A2) All the values in Λ are positive.
(A3) The function S2(2, λ) and S ′2(2, λ) + C2(2, λ) − 2 don’t have

common zeros in Λ.
Assumption (A1) is used for simplicity, the case of multiple eigenval-

ues requires some technical modification (see discussion in [15]). As-
sumption (A2) can be achieved by a shift of the spectrum. From the
asymptotics of the λnk in (2.7), one may see the assumption (A3) holds
for sufficiently n.

Under assumptions (A1)-(A3), we study the following partial inverse
problem.

Inverse Problem I: Given the potiential q2, α, β, and the spectrum
Λ, find the fuction q1.

Using relations (2.5), we get
S1(1, ρ) =β+ sin ρ

ρ
+ β−

sin ρ(2d− 1)

ρ
+

1

ρ

∫ 1

0

K(t) sin ρtdt,

S ′1(1, ρ) =β+ cos ρ− β− cos ρ(2d− 1) +

∫ 1

0

N(t) cos ρtdt,

(3.1)

in which K and N are some real-valued functions from L2(0, 1). Sub-
stituting (3.1) into (2.6), we derive the relation∫ 1

0

K(t)anj sin ρnjtdt+

∫ 1

0

N(t)bnj cos ρnjtdt = fnj, (n, j) ∈ I,

(3.2)

here I = {(n, j) : ρnj ∈ Λ},

anj =S ′2(2, λnj) + C2(2, λnj)− 2, bnj = S2(2, λnj)ρnj,

fnj =− anj[β+ sin ρnj + β− sin ρnj(2d− 1)]

− bnj[β+ cos ρnj − β− cos ρnj(2d− 1)]. (3.3)
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Introduce the real Hilbert space H := L2(0, 1) ⊕ L2(0, 1) with the
scalar product

(g, h) =

∫ 1

0

(g1(t)h1(t) + g2(t)h2(t))dt,

where g, h ∈ H, g =

[
g1

g2

]
, h =

[
h1

h2

]
.

Obviously, the vector function

f(t) =

[
K(t)
N(t)

]
, vnj(t) =

[
anj sin ρnjt
bnj cos ρnjt

]
, (n, j) ∈ I, (3.4)

belong to H, and relaton (3.2) can be written in the form

(f, vnj)H = fnj, (n, j) ∈ I. (3.5)

Lemma 3.1. The system of vector functions V = {vnj}(n,j)∈I is com-
plete in H.

Proof. Suppose w1, w2 ∈ L2(0, 1) are such functions, that∫ 1

0

w1(t)anj sin ρnjtdt+

∫ 1

0

w2(t)bnj cos ρnjtdt = 0, (n, j) ∈ I.

(3.6)

When S2(2, λnj) 6= 0 for some (n, j) ∈ I, in view of (2.6), we have
S1(1, λnj) 6= 0. So we get

anj = −S
′
1(1, λnj)bnj

ρnjS1(1, λnj)
.

Substituting this relation into (3.6), we obtain∫ 1

0

(
w1(t)S ′1(1, λnj)

sin ρnjt

ρnj
− w2(t)S1(1, λnj) cos ρnjt

)
dt = 0. (3.7)

In the other case, S2(2, λnj) = 0. We see that (3.6) is equivalent to∫ 1

0

w1(t)anj sin ρnjtdt = 0, (n, j) ∈ I.

By the assumption (A3), we get anj 6= 0 and S1(1, λnj) = 0, therefore
S ′1(1, λnj) 6= 0, we also get the formula (3.7). So (3.7) holds for all
(n, j) ∈ I. Thus the entire function

W (λ) :=

∫ 1

0

(
w1(t)S ′1(1, λ)

sin ρt

ρ
dt− w2(t)S1(1, λ) cos ρt

)
dt (3.8)
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has zeros Λ. Then together with (3.1), we obtain

W (λ) = O
(e2|Imρ|

|ρ|

)
, |ρ| → ∞. (3.9)

Taking the assumption (A2) into account, one constructs the infinite
product

D(λ) =
∏
λnj∈Λ

(
1− λ

λnj

)
.

In view of the assumption (A1), the function W (λ)
D(λ)

is entire. According

to the asymptotic formula (2.7), the function D(λ) can be wrriten in
the following form (see [16])

D(λ) = C

2p∏
k=1

(
cos

1

p
ρ− cos

1

p
αk

)
+ κ2,even(ρ), (3.10)

where C is a nonzero constant. Moreover, one has the following esti-
mate

|D(ρ2)| ≥ Ce2|Imρ|, ε < argρ < π − ε, |ρ| ≥ ρ∗,

for some positive ε and ρ∗. Together with (3.9) it yields

W (λ)

D(λ)
= o(1), λ = ρ2, ε < argρ < π − ε, |ρ| ≥ ρ∗. (3.11)

By Phragmen-Lindelöf’s and Liouville’s theorems, (3.11) implies that
W (λ) ≡ 0.

Let {µn}n∈N be the zeros of S1(1, λ). Note that {µn}n∈N are the
eigenvalues of the boundary values problem

l1y1 = λy1, y1(0) = 0 = y1(1).

Note that {µn}n∈N is real and simple, S ′1(1, µn) 6= 0, one substitutes
λ = µn into (3.8), we get∫ 1

0

w1(t)
sin
√
µnt√
µn

dt = 0, n ∈ N.

It follows from [29] that the system { sin
√
µnt√
µn
}n∈N is complete in L2(0, 1).

Hence w1 = 0. Then we conclude from (3.9) and W (λ) ≡ 0, that
w2 = 0. Thus, the system V is complete in H. �

Relying on Lemma 3.1, we shall prove the uniqueness theorem for the
solution of inverse problem. Along with the boundary value problem L,

consider the problem L̃ of the same form, but with different potential
q̃j ∈ L2(0, lj), j = 1, 2. We agree that if a certain symbol γ denotes an
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object related to L, the corresponding symbol γ̃ denotes an analogous

object related to L̃.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that the boundary value problems L and L̃

together with their subspectrum Λ and Λ̃ of the form described above

satisfy assumptions (A1)-(A3), and q2(x) = q̃2(x) a.e. on (0, 2), Λ = Λ̃,
then q1(x) = q̃1(x) a.e. on (0, 1). Thus the Inverse Problem I has a
unique solution.

Proof. The relation q2(x) = q̃2(x) a.e. on (0, 2) implies S2(1, λ) ≡
S̃2(2, λ), S ′2(2, λ) ≡ S̃ ′2(2, λ). In veiw of (3.3) and Λ = Λ̃, we have

vnj = ṽnj in H and fnj = f̃nj for (n, j) ∈ I. Since by Lemma 3.1 the

system V is complete in H, we conclude from (3.5), that K(t) = K̃(t)

and N(t) = Ñ(t) on (0, 1). Then relation (3.1) yield S1(1, λ) ≡ S̃1(1, λ)

and S ′1(1, λ) ≡ S̃ ′1(1, λ), therefore from [9] we get q1(x) = q̃1(x) a.e. on
(0, 1). �

4. Partial inverse problem: Reconstructive algorithm

In this section we shall provide reconstructive algorithm of the in-
verse problem in Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 4.1. The system of vector functions V = {vnj}(n,j)∈I forms a
Riesz basis in H.

Proof. Using (2.7) and (3.3), we get

anj = 2 cos 2ρnj − 2 + κn, bnj = sin 2ρnj + κn, (n, j) ∈ I.

Consequently, we have {||vnj − v0
nj||H}(n,j)∈I ∈ l2, where

v0
nk(t) =

[
(2 cos 2αk − 2) sin |2pπn+ αk|t

sin 2αk cos |2pπn+ αk|t

]
, n ∈ Z.

Note that cos 2αk 6= 1, sin 2αk 6= 0 from (2.8).
Next we prove the ststem V 0 := {v0

nj}(n,j)∈I is a Riesz basis in H.

It follows from the results of [16], that the systems
p⋃

k=1

{sin(2pπn +

αk)t}n∈Z and
2p⋃

k=p+1

{cos(2pπn + αk)t}n∈Z are Riesz basis in L2(0, 1),

respectively. Consider the two linear operators A,B : H → H, defined
as follows:

Av =A

[
v1

v2

]
=

[
v1

v2 − sin 2αk

2 cos 2αk−2
f(v1)

]
, v ∈ H,
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Bv =B

[
v1

v2

]
=

[
v1 − 2 cos 2αk−2

sin 2αk
g(v2)

v2

]
, v ∈ H,

where

f(u1)(t) =

p∑
j=1

∑
n∈Z

cn,j(u1) cos |2pπn+ αj|t,

u1(t) =

p∑
j=1

∑
n∈Z

cn,j(u1) sin |2pπn+ αj|t,

g(u2)(t) =

2p∑
j=p+1

∑
n∈Z

cn,j(u2) sin |2pπn+ αj|t,

u2(t) =

2p∑
j=p+1

∑
n∈Z

cn,j(u2) cos |2pπn+ αj|t,

i.e. cn,j(u1) and cn,j(u2) are the coordinates of the functions u1, u2 ∈

L2(0,m) with respect to the Riesz basis
p⋃

k=1

{sin(2pπn + αk)t}n∈Z and

2p⋃
k=p+1

{cos(2pπn+αk)t}n∈Z, respectively. It follows from the Riesz-basis

property, that there exist positive constants C1 and C2 such that

C1||u1||L2 ≤ ||f(u1)||L2 ≤ C2||u1||L2 ,

C1||u1||L2 ≤ ||g(u2)||L2 ≤ C2||u1||L2 .

Consequently, the operators A, B and their inverse:

A−1v =A−1

[
v1

v2

]
=

[
v1

v2 + sin 2αk

2 cos 2αk−2
f(v1)

]
, v ∈ H,

B−1v =B−1

[
v1

v2

]
=

[
v1 + 2 cos 2αk−2

sin 2αk
g(v2)

v2

]
, v ∈ H,

are bounded in H. Note that the operators A and B transforms the
sequence V 0 into Riesz basis in H:

Av0
nk(t) =(2 cos 2αk − 2)

[
sin |2pπn+ αk|t

0

]
, n ∈ Z, k = 1, p,

Bv0
nk(t) = sin 2αk

[
0

cos |2pπn+ αk|t

]
, n ∈ Z, k = p+ 1, 2p.
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We get the system
p⋃

k=1

{Av0
nk

⋃
Bv0

n(p+k)} is a Riesz basis in H, hence

the system V 0 is also a Riesz basis inH. Since the system V is complete
in H by Lemma 3.1 and l2-close to the Riesz basis V 0, so we conclude
that V is a Riesz basis in H. �

One can uniquely recover the vector function f by its coordinates
with respect to the Riesz basis, thus we can obtain the following algo-
rithm for the solution of the inverse problem.

Algorithm I. Let the function q2, α, β, the eigenvalue set Λ be given.
Step 1. Solving the initial value problems

l2S2(x2, λnj) = λnjS2(x2, λnj), S2(0, λnj) = 0, S ′2(0, λnj) = 1,

l2C2(x2, λnj) = λnjC2(x2, λnj), C2(0, λnj) = 1, C ′2(0, λnj) = 0,

one constructs the functions S2(1, λnj), C2(1, λnj) and S ′2(1, λnj), C
′
2(1,

λnj) for (n, j) ∈ I.
Step 2. Find the vector function vnj and the numbers fnj, using

(3.3) and (3.4).
Step 3. Construct the vector functions f by its coordinates with

respect to the Riesz basis (see (3.5)), i.e. find the functions K(t) and
N(t).

Step 4. Find S1(1, ρ) and S ′1(1, ρ) by (3.1).
Step 5. Recovering the function q1 from Weyl function theory in

[9].

Remark 4.1. In Eq. (2.8), when l2 = m ∈ N, and m ≥ 3, then Theo-
rem 3.2 and Algorithm I are still valid with the same consideration.
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